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1. U. S. Operations
AMUNDSEN-SCOTT STATION

Aurora - Bright aurora were observed on 18 days and red forms on 3 days.
There was a complete overcast for 41 hours. Activity was less than in June.
Failure of a motor caused frosting of the all-sky camera d.,2 at the
beginning of the month. Excess play, which caused this trouble, was corrected
by wrapping copper foil around the motor shaft. The dome has been frost free
since repair.
The observer was ill for 9 days. During this period, thanks to Mr.
Charles Greene and Mr. James Burnham, ionosphere observers, and CMC Gerald
Dubois, USN, the aurora program was maintained without loss of records.
Geomagnetism - Operations were normal.
Glaciology - Snow accumulation was 3.3 cm. The density profile was
completed to 27 m and linked with outside pit stratigraphy. A period of years,
1860-1910, have been bracketed for double filtering. Discontinuity of summer
and winter layers presents difficulties in determining the plus or minus years
margin in determination of age. Summer crusts are still apparent to approximately 1720. Despite sastrugi migration, mature erosion features have maintained position though losing volume and changing orientation.
Ionosphere - Four and four-tenths per cent of the records were lost because of faulty relay and switch contacts, power failures, and during repair of
a broken transmitter antenna.
The ionosonde is now running on 240 volts. Median foF2 values are lower
for June. E layer echoes have been more frequent and there is increasing
evidence of F region stratification. Tape recordings of atmospheric noise
began on July 23rd and will continue at convenient times as long as the tape
5u?ply holds out. Records are being made on ampex 601 supplied with the regear. They are two minutes long and begin 35 minutes after the hour.

Mctcorolov .- On hundred per cent of the scheduled rawinsonde flIghts,
62 in all were completed at an average height of 16,629 m. Balloons are
being conditioned in warm diesel oi Seventeen per cent of; the 500
balloons
were able to penetrate -88 0 C temperatures found between 60 and 50 mb gram
on the 16th.
of the month. EightFindred gram balloons are desirable for high wind release and
maximum height. Rawinsonde flight terminations were due to: 57% balloon
bursts,
47. bloating of the balloon, and 17. due to power failure. There were 62 successful flights wLh 70 charges of chemicals. Eleven and six-tenths lbs of caustic soda
are used per succcsfu1 flight, 720 pounds of caustic soda were
used during the

month.

Average temperature -55.2 0 c, high -34.9 on the 28th, low -71.6°c
on the
24th. Average station pressure 19.913 in/Hg, high 20.53 in/Hg on the 1st, low
19.09 in/Hg. on the 28th. This month was the warmest winter month so far.
Precipitation was trace, snow fall was trace. Prevailing winds were
from the NNE at an average wind speed of 17.6 kts; fastest wind speed 31 mph
from the N on the
28th. Number of clear days, 14; partly cloudy, 10; cloudy, 7.
Number of days visibility one mile or less, 8;
mile or less, 2.
Ten-day mean temperatures measured by 2 m vent thermometer: 1-10 -53.30c
11-20 -55.7 0 c, 21-31 -55.20c.
Average values for eight surface energy balance observations, July 330: net radiation -0.054 Ly/min; hemispheric radiation 0.123 Ly/min.
Averago temperatures from snow surface to 15 m as follows: surface -58.20c,
2) m -55.9°C, 5 in -55.7 0 c, 10 in -55.4 0 c, 15 in
-55.1 0 c.
S

Average subsuface temperatures and average change were: 100 tm
200 cm -53.7, -0.1; 250 cm -52.6, -0.4; 300.cm
800 cm -50.2, 0.3; 1,200 cm -50.7, no change.

0.5°C; 150 cm -55.0, 0.4;
-0.7; 500 cm -50.3, -0.6;

Cloudiness was 5.0,

-51.8,

wind speed 7.6 mph.

Minimum upper air temperature -93.0°c at 21.0 km on the
on the 28th completely destroyed surface inversion. In the mid16th. High winds
troposphere
temperatures were unchanged except inS-day mean. In the
lower troposphere,
surface inversion was reduced to 15°c. The tropopause
becomes hardly defined,

rising to 11 km. The stratospheric lapse rate continues to steepen as radiational cooling persists.
This was a record high month for average
average temperature and low pressure.

wind speed and for winter monthly

Nicrorncteoro1oy - One hundred and seventy-one wind
profiles were run
on 31 days during the month. Temperature recorder continues operating
except

during periods of heavy drifting.

This month was the windiest on record at the Pole, featuring many
hours
with 3 meter wind speed of 10-13 rn/s. The highest one
hour speed at 8 in was 14.7
m/s on the 28th. This month being the
warmest on record, found relatively few
steep suraca inversions. The largest, surface to 8 in, was 19.8°F on the 24th.

-3Seisolgy - There were 312 disturbances reported. Thcxa ''cro at least
55 confirmed quakes in June. Other operations-v:-.re normal.
General - The old generator is continuing to operate and an improved
method of seating non-standard brushes on the new generator was devised. The
new generator is being held in reserve. Line voltage fluctuation averegs
approximetely 2 volts. Use of outside iihting is held to a minimum commensurat... with safe operations.
Explosives in the amount of 500 pounds nitramon and 500 pounds of nitramon A
were cached 6,000 feet north of the station, 250 feet east of the runway
marke by a 4-foot snow cairn.
Personnel are looking forward to commencement of the long day and early
air support. Health and morale are excellent.

BYRD STATION
Aurora - Auroral activity was less than other similar periods this season. No aurora free nights were clear enough to permit profitable meteor
observations. The all-sky camera continues operating normally.
It was found that the antihalation backing may be removed from the spectroscopic film using a 5% solution of alcohol, preferably isopropyl. Information
on other useable solutions is available at the station.
On the 25th, the minute and 15 minute time control mechanism was disengaged.
Excellent time control is now obtained using the ionosphere recorder and ionosphere master clock contacts. This modification was deemed desirable because
of frequent failure of the 60 cycle standard. Exposure time is known within
one second.
About 5 days were lost from shutter failures in the patrol spectrograph.
Due to unavailability of spare bulbs, it was necessary to modify the data box
and use a different type bulb.
Geomagnetism - The month was very disturbed and the largest storm to date
recorded. Maximum H on the 8th, with change, 2,'360 gammas. There was good
recording the entire month with only one day lost of rapid run data. Difficulty with the drive reduction gear system for the rapid run recorder occurred.
Temporary repairs have been made.
The variations building is holding well considering the outside temperature is -80°F.
Glaciology - All regular measurements of snow temperature, accumulation,
surface study area, deformation and surface densities were completed. Mean
accumulation for July was 5.8 cm, with a water equivelant of 1.7 cm.
Yearly pit deformation was as follows: vertical compaction measured
frcm the
surface, 10 in to 9.92 in: 8 in to 7.92 in; 6 in to 5.92 in; 4 in to 3.85 in;
2
in. Horizontal closure measured at following depths: old surface
5.10 cm;
2 in 5.72 cm; 4 in 3.83 crc; 6 m 2.31 cm; 8 in 2.17 cm; 10 in 1.92 cm.

-4Ionosphere - There were only minor equipment difficulties during the
unusual diurnal curve reported in May and June was also apparent
this month. The foF2 low median value
mc, occured at 0.800 N. SI vaues
6.4 mc at 2300 M. July foF2 medians were 0.8 mc higher than during July 1957
and 0,2 mc above last month.

month. The

A severe disturbance began about 0615 N on the 7th and terminated about
2000 II o. the 10th. Locally, the most severe disturbance was characterized.
with 55 aontinuous hours of complete absorption. July was the most disturbed

month.

i<cteorology - It is still difficult to rclease balloons. A combination
of drifting snow and a three-month accumulation of hand shoveled snow has
ccmplctcr covered the inflation shed making it necessary to release balloons
from a 15-foot hole. A tent-like structure for balloon releases has almost
been completed over the inflation shed.
Average surface temperature lst-10th. -37.1°F;. llth-20th, -27.2: 21st31st, -53°F. Coldest upper air temperature was -93.3°F on the 10th at 18 mb.
Average temperature -40.7 0 c, hi gh -10.3 on the. 15th, low -63.2 on the 30th.
Average station pressure 23.743 irJHg,. high 24.44 in/Hg on the,.11th, low 22.81
on the 28th.
Total precipitation 0.05 in. Mean accumulation of 107 snow stakes 4.0 cm.
Prevailing winds were from. the Nat an average speed of 15.7 kts. rastest
wind was 63 mph from N'NW on the 10th.
Average sky cover 5.9. Number days cicar,10; partly cloudy, 10; cloudy,
11. Number days precipitation 0.01 in or more, 2. Number days visibility
mile or less, 8; 1 mile or less, 12.
Minimum temperature was -32.7°F. This is the coldest temperature recorded
at Byrd. Station pressure recording of 22.81 in/Hg is the 1owestrecorded at
Byrd.

A peak gust of 83 mph from the NW was recorded on the 10th.
Radio Noise - Recordings continue regularly. Several days were lost
through minor equipment failure and detector modification. June data showed
a great loss in diurnal curve. Operations are normal in the VLF program.
Slight equipment changes improved recording quality.
There was very high whistler activity at 0000z on the 23rd; up to 4
multiples, maximum of 2 echoes. Many were very long with high intensity.
Average activity was low.
Station Seismology - Sixty-five quakes were reported, although there
The RF linQ filter was installed. Some
interference contin.ics.

was interference in the vertical.

-5..
On the 26th, onset wave carried over and was recorded on rapid run
D and H. Motion continued for a Lhrde minute interval. This condition has
not been previously noted at Byrd. A voice conference on the 30th with
Scott Base resulted in an exchange of seismic data between stations.

Traverse Seismology - Reflection and long refraction studies were
at many stations show very weak arrival at 0.1
to 0.3 .conds before the main' reflection. Wide angle shots give velocities

completed. Vertical shots

o2 abou 3,600 m/s in a layer

averaging 300 m thick at ice bottom. This layer

prevents accurate determination of average vertical wave velocity for main
reflection. 3,820 m/s were used. Maximum P wave velocity agrees within
ten m/s with Robin laboratory results (Antarctic report Fig 38, 155 A curve
C) from -26 to _32cC.

ELLSUORTh STATION
Aurora - Aurora were observed on 18 nights, including a large display
on the 8th. This appeared to be two peaks of activity at 0100Z and 050OZ;
the second was fainter and less active. Commencing at 2130z on the 7th, there
were 29 hours of continuous auroras, including 10 consecutive hours of red
aurora, unj1 the overcast moved in. The most spectacular display started
at 1045z on the 8th with red changing into corona with red and white rays.
Within 8 minutes over 507. of the sky was red and very bright.
The spectrograph sodium line was more evident this month, even on moonless nights. A very sharp hydrogen alpha line occured early the morning of
the 9th.

The all-sky
..ra is operating normally. The magnetograph was not in
operation most of the month due to a jammed film drive mechanism which has
now been repaired.
Cosmic Rays - Extremes in pressure caused extremes in neutron counting
rates as expected. There is still some trouble with interference with the C4 recorder.
Glaciology - Accumulation was 0.4 cm. Sea ice thickness now totals 10
feet with an addition of 10 inches in July. A side tunnel at 10 m level of the
deep pit was excavated to 15 m. Survey and setting of strain pins in the
tunnel is almost completed.
Ionosphere - A persistent F-type sporadic E-like trace, varying in height
from 73 to 91 km was visible on high gain 717. of the month, and on medium
gain 247. of the month. Records showed multipid echoes of trace only once.
A number of S-like traces at frequencies of 2 - 4 mc are often associated with.
it. After two days of complete absorption on the 8th and 9th this trace was
the first to reappear and manifested itself strongly. The abnormally low
height suggests a thin reflecting layer, sporadic, in the Dregion. There
may be some relationship between the persistence of the low lying sporadic
layer and the persistent sodium line on the patrol spectrograph.

-0cteorolov - Average temperature -33.5°C, high -12.8°C on the 27th, low
29.119 in/Hg,
-47.8°c on the 8th and 9th and 23rd. Average station pressure,
low
27.92
in/Hg
on
the
28th.
Precipitation
was
high 30.12 in/Hg on the 5th
direction
was
from
the
S
at
an
0.40 in. Snowfall 4.0 in. Prevailing wind
of
12.1
kts.
Fastest
wind
was
55
mph
on
the
27th
from
the
NE.
average c2ccd
Aveiagc sky cover, 4.9; days clear, 12; partly cloudy, 12; cloudy, 7.
Days with precipitation 0.01 in. or more, 6; 0.10 in. or more, none. Days
mile or less, 10. Average height of
with visibility one mile or less, 12;
43 raobs 15 1 904 si.
Strongest wind storm of the year was on the 27th and 28th, leaving huge
dri
f ts covering most of the quipment and mountings in the snow field which
were 5 - 6 feet above the surface before the storm. Rearrangement and some
relocation of instruments will be necessary.
The inflation shelter and release problems multiply. The snow surface
is no'.z several feet above the top of the shelter and a hole in front of the
doors is maintained only by constant hand shoveling. Due to settling of the
shelter, the doors no longer close properly and several feet of snow covers
the floor after each strong south wind, which is nearly every day. A new
inflation shelter on the north side of the station must be considered as
most urgently needed if the raob program is to be continued another year.
Smooth releases in strong N to NW winds even under present conditions, emphasize the importance of relocation.
General - Contacts with the Beigrano Station continue.

HALLETT STATION
Aurora - Aurora were observed on 21 nights, all other nights were cloudy.
Some good displays were seen during the month. Intense aurora occured on
the 8th and 21st. Red glows were observed on both occasions. All displays
show nitrogen negative group enhanceme n t and usual oxygen lines. Sodium
doublet 5890 was also present on most occasions and much enhanced during
twilight. The first positive bands of nitrogen 2 were strongly recorded
on the 8th and 21st as was nitrogen doublet 5200. Hydrogen alpha and beta
were recorded occasionally.
Ceomainctism - Two periods of storm activity were recorded. The first
started at 071100Z with minor activity changing to major actibity at 080730Z
and ending about 082300Z. The second showed minor activity with sudden commencement at 211636Z, ending about 220100Z.
Ionosphere - Two periods of absorption were observed. The first corno 092100Z. F minimum
menced at 070000Z and became total from 071200Z
raised on succeeding days and returned to normal on 220200Z. There were no
equipmen failures1

Brilliancy variations were considerably reduced by replacing the 6 kv scope
•7Y ;h a spare.

Ma
ccoro1oy - Current adjuster gears for the L&N Azar recorders were suc-

cessfully cut. There was only one intense storm this month. At the end
of the month 14 rawinsortde flights were terminated by the mountains.

• Average temperature was -28.4°C, high temperature -6.7°C on the 29th,
1i of -30.6°c on the 9th. Average station pressure 29.400 in/Hg, high 30.19
in/Hg oa the 2nd, low 28.40 in/Hg on the 28th. Total precipitation 0.10 in.
Total snowfall 2.0 in. Prevailing winds were from the SW at an average
speed of 5kts. Fastest wind speed was 53 mph on the 11th from the S.
Average sky cover 4.6 Number days clear, 13; partly cloudy, 9; cloudy,
9. Number days with precipitation 0.01 in. or more, none; 0.10 in or mores 1.
Number days with visibility mile or less, none; 1 mile or less, 4.
Average height of 59 rawinsondes was 15,689 m.
The temperature rose 26°C in five hours on the 29th.
LITTLE A i-E RICA STATION

•
H

•

Aurora - Observations were made on 25 clear days during:he month. 700
feet of all-sky camera film were exposed. The all-sky camera numeral clock
failed and was replaced. Some trouble occured with frost on the mirrors of
the all-sky camera from the aurora tower smoke at -60°F.
The patrol spectrograph was operated the entire month. Infrared spectra
of brilliant red aurora was obtained on the 8th and 9th during a period of
eleven hours of continuous red display. This overall twenty-hour display
ended with a curious sun-lit type alfa bright red aurora arc, just above
the line of pale pink twilight on the north horizon. Three attempts were
made to use the scanning spectrometer on HA type aurora of medium intensities
but'werd unsuccessful due to the low gain necessary to prevent oscillation.
and freezing of the cam motor when operating through the.pibal dome.
Geomagrietism - Magnetic activity for July was marked by sudden commencemeats at 211636z and 311529z with moderately disturbed conditions existing
before and after the former. A kilo sum of 51 was recorded for the storm of
the 8th where the largest single change was 9.5° change iri declination within
three minutes. Overall variations recorded were: horizontal intensity 1610
gammas, vertical intensity 1545 gammas, declination 12°.
Transfer of kilo scaling data between Little America, Byrd, Mirny and
Pioneerskaya was accomplished. Soviet stations are using the following upper
limit gamma value for kilo: 0 through 8, 20, 40, 80, 160, 280, 480, 800,
1300, 2900.
Calibration and standardization of the vertical intensity magnetometer

was begun in preparation for use on the coming Victoria Land Traverse operations.

The program machine became jammed August 1, resulting in the loss of time
marks for a 5-4^.x hour period. Other operations are normal.
Claco1oy - Average snow accumulation of 104 stakes was 1.5 cm.

*

-8Ionohcre Approximately 977 coverage of available data was obtained.
Increased recurrence of blanking circuit malfunction in the recording scope
caused large variations in film intensity. On the whole, records are easier
to scale due to less spread on criticals near the end of the month.

E layer traces are showing increased occurance while

F layer critical
frequency peak remains near 1800 local time although the critical peak is
near 8 mc.
Meteorology - Average temperature -31.2°C, high -16.1 on the first, low
-43.3 0 c on the 15th. Average station
pressure 29.391 in/Hg, high 30.20 in/Hg
on the 2nd, low 28.40 in/Hg on the 28th. Total precipitation 0.3
in. Total
snowfall 3.0 in.
Prevailing winds were from the ENE at an average speed of 7 kts. Peak
gust was 50 kts from the SSE on the 11th. Average sky cover was 3.2. Number
of clear days, 11; partly cloudy, 11; cloudy, 9. Number of days with precipitation 0.01 in. or more, 4; 0.10 in. or mores 2. Number days
with visibility
one mile or less, 5. Average height 51 radiosondes, 15,032 in. The highest
flight was 24,800 in at 1200z on the 7th.
Surface ozone data as follows: monthly means, 49.9 gamma; highest daily
value 65.3 gamma on the 3rd, low 39.6 gamma on the 24th.
Highest average
hourly value 165th meridian time, 50.8 gamma, with the hour ending 0800;
lowest 49.0 gamma with the hour ending 1600.

/fl

(

Oceanography - A hydrographie station was made with ten levels from
the surface to 365 in, giving t emperatures-and-samples for salinity. Lowest
temperature -2.03°c at 15m level. All temperatures were below -1.8°c.
I Correlation was made between tidal current 'obtained ' with current meter and
) tidal change in shelf elevation made with a gravity meter.
Seismology - Data from the Ross Ice Shelf traverse has been analyzed,
seismic records have been completed with mapping of ice thicknesses and depths
of water. The ocean floor is between 600 and 900 in below sea level in the
western half and southern third of the Shelf plus all areas east of Roosevelt
Island. Depths below 900 in were found near Minna Bluff, Liv Glacier, and
Mile 160 on the Byrd Trail.

Tr averse - Overhaul of three vehicles has been completed. One thousand
bamboo markers were prepared for the Skelton and Victoria Land Trail. Tentative plans call for the traverse to leave Little America October 15, be at
the foot of the Skelton Glacier on November 15, top of the Skelton December 15,
350 miles inland about January 15, and back at McMurdo prior to February. 15.
Weather Central - Research activity is nearly current with data accumulation. Mr. Alt lead a seminar in Antarctic circulation, discussing the con-

dition of considerable cloudiness during June at Vostok and circulation balance
of the Antarctic Continent.
gram.

:r. Astapenko, the Soviet representative, lectured on the Antarctic pro2eer 'ndred feet of IGY 16 mm film, accompanied with magnetic tape,

was tahen or a sound movie of the tleather Central.

-9Counication reception by station of per cent surface data received
is as follows; first figure is pc:: cent surface data, second figure per
cent
er air daa. Mawson collective: Norway 73, 57; King Baudouin 85,
52; Davis 92, 90; Nawson 96, 33. Mirny collective: Mirny 82, 75; Pioneerskaya
82; Kc-somolskaya 92; Oasis 32, 77; Vostok 82, 20; Sovietskaya 85 38. Port
Stanley collective: group average 52, 37, except Halley Bay 32, 32; Gonzales
Videla group 25. Decepcion group 40, 77. McMurdo collective: Amundsen-Scott
98 10; Ellsworth 97, 98; Wilkes 98, 95; McMurdo 100, 93; Hallett 99, 100;
Byrd lCO 3 100; DurvillclOO, 97; Charcot 90. New Zealand and Australia 95,
1P

95, except South Africa 25; MacQuarie 73, 67; Campbell 78, 63.
A radio blackout caused the loss of three days of some reports and three
dt.yc of no analysis at all levels. A blizzard in East Antarctica caused
"'son collective losses and some Nirny losses.
1-1IL1S STATION
Aurora - Aurora were observed 3 of 7 clear nights. Spectrograms are
much irr.provcd, since the sky lens was cleaned, with airgiow on nearly all.
Despite complete overcast, intense airg1o'c was recorded during the magnetic
storm of July 6 . - 7. The first negative nitrogen enhancement was amrsajor
feature.
Spectrograms during the intense display on the 21st show first positive
and negative nitrogen plus the first 3 lines of Balmer series.
The spectrograph was operated manually two days while maintenance and
replacement of the trigger circuit relay was accomplished.
The all-sky camera is operating well. The visual program was maintained
in all dark hours.
Cosmic Rays - Operations were routine except for one da plus a few
hours for repair of the intermittent tube on the coincidence chassis. A 5%
decrease in intensity occured during the magnetic storm. Data is being forwarded on a weekly basis.
Gecmanetism - A magnetic storm was recorded on the 8th. The D baseline
value continues to change abruptly by 7 minutes. Other operations were normal.
Glaciology - Large areas of the lower cap surface are still bare ice.
A routine stratigraphic and crystallographic program continues with two men
in the field daily, while a third works in the laboratory. Plans are proceding for the September and October traverse inland and to Mt. Long.
Ionosphere - The night E layer was observed more frequently in July.
An B, Fl, F2 combination was noted night and day. Full retardation in the
F layer was noted for several 24-hour periods.

_10Mateorology - Average temperature, -15°?; high -2.2°? on the 18th; low
-37°F on the 27th. Precipitation, 3.8 in; snowfall, 30.8 in; fastest hourly wind
48 mph on the l6th and l7th from E. 2er cent possible sunshine, 14. Average
cover, 7.8. Number clear days, 5; partly cloudy, 2; cloudy, 24. Number
o days with precipitation 0.01 in. or more, 10; 0.10 or more, 7. Number of days

visibility mile or

less, none; one mile or less, 1. Average height of 57

rawinconde flights, 17,402 m.

Average station pressure 29.270 in/Hg, high 29.96 in/Hg, low 28.20 in/Hg.
Total precipitation 3.08 in. Maximum wind velocity 70 mph from the E on the
30th. Average wind velocity 9.9 mph from NE.
Four pibals were completed on different days. Accumulation stakes were
measured at the satellite station and on the trail.
The satellite station was manned from the 22nd to the 4th of August by
Mr. Zimmerman, Mr. Ommundsen and Dr. Tressler. Maximum temperature for that
period, 3°1? ; minimum, -49°F. This temperature is also the minimum so far this
year.
Seismology - Seismic waves from 29 earthquakes were recorded. Microseismic activity was high on the 5th, 6th, 10th, 14th, 25th, 30th, and 31st
of July. The north and vertical components operated well; the east component needed frequent adjustment.
Oceanography - Open water continues on the south and west of a line between
Shirley and the Chappel Islets with a band of snow-covered new ice north and
east of this line. Trips in the RAT and Weasels were made to the Chappel
Islets. Fast ice is now about 3 feet thick.
Special Projects - A report on the sudden ionospheric disturbance of. July
7 - 10 was prepared by Mr. Edman, corralating geomagnetic activity and cosmic
ray anomaly. Cosmic rays showed a moderate depression during this period.
The class 2 plus gradual short wave fade out which accompanied the class 3
flare, was studied. Field intensity records of VIV 15 mc over a 19,500 km
path were analyzed to determine the received vertical and the turbulent
period. Definite correlation with commencement of SID and magnetic activity
was evident.
General - . Much snow has accumu1ataround the camp filling in spaces
between most buildings to the eaves. Roads out of camp have to be plowed
frequently.
The USCG dory is now ready for use when the ice breaks up. A well for
the outboard motor was installed and the forward portion decked over.
A 1,000 gallon fuel tank is now installed releasing four 800 gallon tanks
fer water storage.

them up but
ca te leave Wilices. .oralc and interest continues high.

arzc:..c1 are anxious to know wi'h ice breaker will pick

no --z a1_

W
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2. International
CHILE
The Chilean Antarctic Coitmission has been reorganized. The Coinission will
be prcsidi over by Foreign Minister Alberto Sepulveda. The Minister of National
Defense will be alternate President. Two other members will be the Chairman of
the Foreign Affairs Corittees of the Senate and the Chamber.of Deputies.

USSR
•

•

Mirny - The following was reported by the USNC-IGY Representative at Mrny.
The first Soviet ship is expected in Mirny in early December. The Ob and Lena
will continue oceanographic programs east and west of ilirny and in the Bellingshausen Sea. A refrigerator and additional passenger ship are expected at Mirny
the riddle or late part of December. The current scientific staff is expected
• to continue at the present level except for an increase in the glaciology staff
and a possible increase in synoptic meteorology staff. A tractor train to the
interior is leaving in October or November and will supply Vostok and Sovietskaya
as well as continue to the Pole of Inaccessibility. Seismic soundings and
glaciological work will be done on the trip. Vostok is expected to be closed.
A new barometric determination for interior station height gives Sovietskaya
an altitude of 3,570 m, Komsomolskaya and Vostok 3,420 m. The minimum temperature at Sovietskaya was -87.0°C on July 25th from a thermograph trace. Synoptic
data, surface and upper air taps are generally quite complete and full analysis
program is being carried out. Portable ionospheric sounding equipment is being
constructed at the station for operation on a northbound ship.
A sea ice survey by plane continues. The latest flights were July 30 and
August 1. Open water was observed 675 km to the north and 630 km to the northwest. An Emperor Penguin colony was sighted at the northern edge of the west
Ice shelf, approximately 85°E.
Monthly oceanographic soundings from sea ice near shore for temperature,
oxygen and chlorine content are being made.
General - In 1956-57, the Soviet expedition undertook measurements of the
ice cover in the sector of Antarctica adjoining the Indian Ocean and extending
over 375 kra from the south to the coast. It appeared that in most places
along this route the glacier bed was below sea level. As regards the thickness of the ice sheet, it was found to be about 1,000 m at the 27th krn, 1,500 in
ut the 100th kin, 2,250 in atthe 200th kin, and.-about 3,500 mat the375th km.
It was discovered that the settlement of Mirny was not on the mainland, but
on an island near the actual coast, which is somewhere near the 400th km south
of this island.
Preliminary research results on the Antarctic ice cover have aroused
quoions as to whether Antarctica is actually a continent or an archipelago.
Sciantists have not yet obtained a final answer to this question. There is no
doubt, however, that if the cc:inent exists, its dimensions and outIi-nes differ
ciicrably from those of tha ice cap which covers it. The continent is probiy much omalier haa the area indicated in current geographic literature.

'

The zoolo
ists of the expedition have made interesting observations of
zoolo g ists
animals inhabiting the narrow strip of the coast; they studied the natural
laws governing the distribution of birds and animals, including the Adelie
penguins, the Antarctic and Emperor penguins, the silvery-gray storm petrel, the
sea leopard, and various kinds of seals. It was discovered that the total number
of animals :d birds in some parts of Antarctica is very large. On Haswell Island,
there are about 20,000 birds in one square kilometer.
• The glaciologists are continuing to explore the continental seismic sector
begun by previous Soviet expeditions. It has been determined that at a distance
of 245 km from the coast the ice sheet is 1,410 in thick, at 325 km the thickness
is 1,980 in, and in the vicinity of Pioncerskaya, 1 1 900 and 2,000 in. (Izvestiya,
July 2, 1953)
In Novmber, with the onset of Antarctic spring, Trcshnikov, headed a tractor
train into the continent to reopen and resume operations at the stations Komsomolskaya and Vostok. The task of the flight squadron was to provide su p plies of
diesel fuel along 1-Ho route of the sled train. This project required complete
mobilization of a.. forces and equipment including the 11-12 with wheel-type gear.
Four crews were used in flights which made parachute airdrops of drums of diesel
fuel. It was necessary for one crew without a copilot to perform flights for
more than 12 hours a day in completely adverse conditions. From January to
November, 3 1 000 hours were logged and approximately 700,000 km were flown. Over
100 tons of frieght was delivered to Vostok-1 alone. (Aviatskya, No. 1, Jan 58)
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